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At the start of the Ford Motor Company in 1903, the Dodge Brothers supplied nearly every car
part needed by the up-and-coming auto giant. After fifteen years of operating a successful
automotive supplier company, much to Ford’s advantage, John and Horace Dodge again
changed the face of the automotive market in 1914 by introducing their own car. The Dodge
Brothers automobile carried on their names even after their untimely deaths in 1920, with the
company then remaining in the hands of their widows until its sale in 1925 to New York bankers
and subsequent purchase in 1928 by Walter Chrysler. The Dodge nameplate has endured, but
despite their achievements and their critical role in the early success of Henry Ford, John and
Horace Dodge are usually overlooked in histories of the early automotive industry.Charles K.
Hyde’s book The Dodge Brothers: The Men, the Motor Cars, and the Legacy is the first scholarly
study of the Dodge brothers and their company, chronicling their lives—from their childhood in
Niles, Michigan, to their long years of learning the machinist’s trade in Battle Creek, Port Huron,
Detroit, and Windsor, Ontario—and examining their influence on automotive manufacturing and
marketing trends in the early part of the twentieth century. Hyde details the brothers’ civic
contributions to Detroit, their hiring of minorities and women, and their often anonymous
charitable contributions to local organizations. Hyde puts the Dodge brothers’ lives and
accomplishments in perspective by indicating their long-term influence, which has continued
long after their deaths.The most complete and accurate resource on John and Horace Dodge
available, The Dodge Brothers uses sources that have never before been examined. Its
scholarly approach and personal tone make this book appealing for automotive historians as
well as car enthusiasts and those interested in Detroit’s early development.
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Graham Brothers Trucks, 1925PREFACEThe roots of this book extend back to late 1980, when I
wrote a brief history of the sprawling Dodge Main plant in Hamtramck, Michigan, before its
demolition. This was my first venture into Dodge history and I quickly learned of the absence of
any comprehensive history of John and Horace Dodge and the automobile company that bore
their names. I discovered that Chrysler’s historical archives contained a great deal of material on
Dodge Brothers before the Chrysler Corporation bought the firm in 1928. Once I finished a



history of the Chrysler Corporation, I turned my attention back to Dodge Brothers. This has been
a difficult research effort because many Dodge Brothers business records, especially the
correspondence, have not survived. Some business and family records have found their way into
more than a dozen archives, but other materials are in the hands of private collectors and are not
easily accessible.Any serious work of history depends in large part on the cooperation and
assistance of archivists and librarians. I owe a great debt to Barbara M. Fronczak, now retired,
whose responsibilities as manager of the DaimlerChrysler Information Resource Center
included the DaimlerChrysler Historical Collection. Brandt Rosenbusch, the current manager,
graciously allowed me to return to the collection to focus on the Dodge story.The archives at
Oakland University’s Meadow Brook Hall in Rochester, Michigan, were another source of much
valuable information about both brothers and the Dodge Brothers firm, but mostly related to
John F. Dodge. Lisa Baylis Ashby, former executive director at Meadow Brook Hall, and Maura
Overland, a former curator of collections, encouraged me to examine the materials held there. I
am grateful for the enthusiastic cooperation and encouragement of Sally Victor, former acting
executive director of Meadow Brook Hall, and Brandy Hirschlieb, curator of collections, when I
spent several months in the archives in 2003.I am also grateful for the help and guidance of
many other archivists. Mark Patrick of the National Automotive History Collection of the Detroit
Public Library deserves special thanks. Tom Featherstone, photo archivist at the Archives of
Labor and Urban Affairs, Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University, helped steer me
through his institution’s massive collection of photographs and scanned the images that appear
in this book. The patient, professional staffs of the Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public
Library, and the Benson Ford Research Center, the Henry Ford, offered invaluable assistance.
Patricia Zacharias, manager of the Catlin Library of the Detroit News, guided me through that
newspaper’s indexing system.My research took me to several cities where the Dodges worked
and lived before settling permanently in Detroit. Several reference librarians and museum
professionals were extremely helpful: Michelle Klose at the Niles (Michigan) Community Library;
Carol Bainbridge at the Fort St. Joseph Museum in Niles; Barbara King at the St. Clair County
Library, Port Huron, Michigan; and George Livingstone at the Willard Public Library, Battle
Creek, Michigan. I would particularly like to thank my colleague and friend Alan Douglas for
helping me navigate through the historical records of Windsor, Ontario.Several members of the
Dodge Brothers Club were also extremely generous in sharing photographs and other materials
with me. I am especially grateful to John W. Parsons, Jr., who graciously allowed me to examine
his large collection of Dodge Brothers materials, and to John Bittence, who helped me better
understand the various Dodge Brothers offerings of the period 1925–29. Other Dodge Brothers
Club members who shared materials with me include Mel Bookout, Thomas “Jack” Carpenter,
and John Velliky. Several Dodge Brothers Club members read earlier versions of this book and
offered countless suggestions and advice. I am particularly grateful to John C. Bittence, John W.
Parsons, Jr., and Harry M. Trebing. Ron Fox, owner of a rich collection of Dodge family materials,
generously allowed me to examine his collection. I am deeply indebted to all of the individuals I



have named above, and I hope I have not forgotten anyone. Naturally, any errors or omissions
that may be found in this book are my responsibility alone.INTRODUCTIONAutomotive
historians are familiar with the lives and accomplishments of John and Horace Dodge, but most
general readers are not. The Dodge brothers were relatively obscure figures to their
contemporary public when they worked as manufacturers of parts for the Olds Motor Works and
the Ford Motor Company from 1901 through 1914. They then manufactured their own
automobiles for only six years, but by the time they both died in 1920, they had earned
considerable recognition and respect for their work and their contributions to the Detroit
community. Unlike Henry Ford, who developed an apparatus to promote and control his public
image, the Dodge brothers preferred that people knew them through the Dodge Brothers
automobile. They were an important force in Detroit society, mainly in the 1910s, when they both
played an active role in politics, civic service, and philanthropy.Two popular histories of the John
and Horace Dodge families published in the 1980s were the first full-length books on the Dodge
brothers, but neither focuses primarily on the automotive story. Only one-third of the first history,
Jean Maddern Pitrone and Joan Potter Elwart, The Dodges: The Auto Family Fortune and
Misfortune (South Bend, IN: Icarus Press, 1981), focuses on John and Horace Dodge. Roughly
half the second volume, Caroline Latham and David Agresta’s Dodge Dynasty: The Car and the
Family That Rocked Detroit (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), examines their lives
and accomplishments. Both chronicle the lives of four generations of the Dodge family.Some
historians continue to understate the importance of John and Horace Dodge to the automobile
industry. A case in point is Douglas Brinkley’s recent history of the Ford Motor Company, Wheels
for the World: Henry Ford, His Company, and a Century of Progress (New York: Viking Penguin,
2003). Brinkley contends that in 1903, Dodge Brothers supplied the fledgling Ford Motor
Company with bare-bones untested engines for Ford’s Model A and nothing else. For the first
three years of Ford Motor Company’s operation, Dodge Brothers supplied Ford with the entire
Ford automobile except the wheels, tires, and bodies. Brinkley views Dodge Brothers merely as
an insignificant, marginal supplier to the Ford Motor Company.This is the story of two small-town
machinists who became enormously successful automobile manufacturers in the early years of
the Michigan auto industry. It began in Niles, Michigan, in the southwest corner of the state,
where the brothers grew up in a family that included a father and two uncles who were
machinists by trade. The family left Niles in mid-1882 and lived in Battle Creek, Michigan, for a
little more than two years before moving to Port Huron, Michigan, at the southern end of Lake
Huron. They remained in Port Huron for two years before moving to Detroit in late 1886. Their
father, Daniel Rugg Dodge, was in effect an itinerant machinist after the family left Niles.John
and Horace Dodge worked in Detroit and in Windsor, Ontario, directly across the Detroit River,
from late 1886 until they established their own machine shop, Dodge Brothers, in 1900 in
Detroit. They honed their skills as machinists during this period and moved into the ranks of
foremen and superintendents.They began in Detroit at the Murphy Boiler Works, where they did
rough machining from late 1886 until 1892. They then took jobs in Windsor at the Dominion



Typograph Company, which manufactured and repaired typography equipment for newspapers
and book publishers. The work at Dominion Typograph involved precision machining, which was
new to them. After Horace Dodge invented and patented an improved bicycle bearing in 1896,
John and Horace Dodge established a partnership with Fred Evans, who had worked for
Dominion Typograph. They leased the Dominion Typograph building and manufactured the
Evans & Dodge Bicycle there from 1896 until 1900. Sometime in 1900, the Dodges sold their
interests in bicycle manufacturing and returned to Detroit to open a general machine shop under
the name “Dodge Brothers.”By late 1900 or early 1901, the Dodges had their first automotive
contract; they were to manufacture engines for the Olds Motor Works. After successfully
completing additional contracts for Olds for transmissions, they agreed in February 1903 to
become the principal supplier of parts and components for the Ford Motor Company. They
worked exclusively for Ford from then until July 1914, when they ended what was a very lucrative
business relationship to manufacture their own nameplate.John and Horace Dodge made their
own automobiles from November 1914 until their deaths in 1920. Dodge automobiles were mid-
priced vehicles that incorporated sturdy design and construction along with some innovative
features. Dodge Brothers, for example, was the first American automaker to use all-steel bodies
exclusively. They also introduced a series of light-duty delivery trucks built on their automobile
chassis. The Dodge brothers showed their manufacturing prowess by turning out unprecedented
numbers of the recoil mechanisms for two 155-millimeter artillery pieces during the First World
War.After John and Horace Dodge died in 1920, Dodge Brothers continued to operate
successfully under the direction of Frederick J. Haynes and other managers whom John and
Horace Dodge had groomed to run the firm. The company remained under Dodge family control
until 1925, when John Dodge’s widow, Matilda Rausch Dodge, and Horace’s widow, Anna
Thomson Dodge, sold the business to the New York investment banking firm of Dillon, Read &
Company. They ran Dodge Brothers for three years without much success and then sold the
business to the Chrysler Corporation in 1928. The Dodge brand has survived to this day, and
Dodge remains a flagship division of the DaimlerChrysler
Corporation.ABBREVIATIONSBHCBurton Historical CollectionDetroit Public LibraryBHLBentley
Historical Library, University of MichiganAnn ArborDCHCDaimlerChrysler Historical
CollectionDetroit, MichiganHFCollections of the Henry Ford(formerly the Benson Ford Research
Center, Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village)Dearborn, MichiganMBHAArchives of
Oakland University’s Meadow Brook HallRochester, MichiganNAHCNational Automotive History
CollectionDetroit Public LibraryONEGrowing Up in Niles, Michigan, and the Long Road to the
Dodge Brothers’ Machine Shop in DetroitTogether the two Dodge brothers spent their boyhood
surrounded by the simplicity of Niles, Mich. They ran barefoot through the woods together and
fished side by side with bamboo poles in the St. Joseph River.Detroit News, 15 January
1920Two fiercely independent but inseparable redheaded brothers—John Francis Dodge and
Horace Elgin Dodge—grew up in the small town of Niles on the St. Joseph River in Berrien
County, which is in the extreme southwest corner of Michigan. The Dodge brothers spent most



of their adult lives working as skilled machinists and manufactured complete automobiles for
only a brief six years before their deaths in 1920. They emulated their father, Daniel Rugg Dodge
(1819–1897), and two uncles who had earned their living as machinists. John and Horace
Dodge were the seventh generation of Dodges in America, pioneer Yankees who left New
England in the middle of the nineteenth century for the economic opportunities afforded by the
Midwest.John and Horace Dodge spent their childhood and youth in Niles and attended public
schools there until the family moved to Battle Creek in 1882. The brothers showed
independence and initiative, a willingness to work hard, and mechanical abilities from an early
age. More important, John and Horace Dodge became close friends and partners in most
endeavors and continued this relationship until death separated them more than fifty years
later.The Dodge Family in NilesThe appendix to this book outlines the history of the Dodge
family in America, which began in 1629. Constructing more than a bare-bones history of the
Dodge family in Niles is problematic because of the paucity of detailed records. The published
accounts of Dodge family life in Niles, particularly the childhoods of John and Horace Dodge,
are anecdotal at best and quite unreliable. For example, Caroline Latham and David Agresta
have Ezekiel Dodge (John and Horace Dodge’s grandfather) spending much of his life working
as a skilled machinist in Salem, Massachusetts, and then moving to Niles in the early 1830s.
Ezekiel, however, first appears in Niles in the U.S. Census of 1860 and had probably just arrived
there.1The 1850 federal census shows Daniel Rugg Dodge (age thirty), future father of John
and Horace Dodge, living in Newbury, New Hampshire, with his father, Ezekiel Dodge, and thirty-
five-year-old Lorinda Dodge, presumably his wife. The census records no children of Daniel and
Lorinda Dodge. When Daniel appears in the next census, he is living in Niles with his father and
two children, Charles F. Dodge (age five) and Laura Belle Dodge (age three). Lorinda Dodge
died sometime between 1857 and 1860. At the 1870 census, Daniel (age fifty-one), identified as
a machinist, was married to Maria Dodge (age thirty-five), born in Indiana. She was the former
Maria Duval (Duvall) Casto, shown in the 1860 census as the twenty-five-year-old daughter of
William and Indie Duvall Casto, both born in Pennsylvania. The 1860 census identifies Maria
Duval Casto, born in Indiana, as a “seamstress.” Daniel Rugg Dodge’s second marriage yielded
three children—Della Ione (born in 1863), John Francis (25 October 1864), and Horace Elgin
(28 May 1868). Daniel Rugg Dodge’s family in 1870 included five children—Charles (sixteen),
Laura (fourteen), Della (seven), John (five), and Horace (two). The 1880 census for Niles shows
Daniel Rugg Dodge married to Maria Dodge, with only three children living with them—Della,
John, and Horace.2Daniel Dodge, along with his brothers Caleb and Edwin, earned their living
in Niles as machinists. Although Niles was about twenty miles from Lake Michigan, its location
on the navigable St. Joseph River enabled it to become a thriving commercial and industrial
town by the 1850s. Berrien County’s population, a mere 325 in 1830, leaped to 5,011 in 1840,
with 1,420 in Niles alone. By 1860, county population reached 22,378 and Niles had 2,699
residents. During the 1860s, the population of Niles increased 55 percent to 4,197, but then
growth slowed in the next decade, with population increasing only 10 percent to reach 4,630 in



1880.According to the published Dodge family histories, Daniel and Caleb were business
partners operating a machine shop on the St. Joseph River in Niles in the 1860s and 1870s, with
Edwin working there periodically. The limited surviving business records from this era, the
Michigan State Gazetteer and Business Directory for 1867–85, and surviving city directories
suggest a different history. For instance, there is no evidence that the machine shop was on the
waterfront. The earliest Dodge reference came in 1867, when the Michigan State Gazetteer
listed a “Kimmel Dodge” operating a machine shop in Niles. This probably refers to Caleb
Kimball Dodge.Maria Casto Dodge (1823–1906). Courtesy of Oakland University’s Meadow
Brook Hall.A similar directory for 1870–71 includes “C. K. Dodge, Machinist, Niles.” The Berrien
County directory for 1871 includes listings for “Caleb K. Dodge, foundry and machine shop, nr.
M. C. [Michigan Central] Depot” and “Edwin A. Dodge, Machinist,” but no reference to Daniel
Dodge. The 1875 Gazetteer listings for Niles include “C. K. [Caleb Kimball] Dodge and L. F. [La
Forrest] Dodge, Founders, Machinists and Manufacturers of Railroad Stand Pipe, near MCRR
[Michigan Central Railroad] depot.” La Forrest Dodge was probably Caleb’s nephew or cousin.
The 1874–75 Niles city directory shows essentially the same business listing for the Dodge
shops, with both Caleb and La Forrest Dodge living south of the MCRR and east of Fifth Street.
It also lists Daniel R. Dodge as a “mechanic” living on Fifth Street north of Barron Lake Road.
Two years later, the 1877 Michigan State Gazetteer repeats the 1875 listing, but for 1879, the
entry is simply, “Caleb K. Dodge, founder and machinist.”3Dodge Railroad Standpipe Company,
Fifth Street at the Michigan Central Railroad, factory buildings below the tracks. Detail from
Niles, Mich. 1889, drawn and published by C. J. Pauli & Company, Milwaukee.The last specific
reference to Caleb Dodge is in the 1881 Gazetteer, which identifies him as a “founder,” but also
lists him as “superintendent of founders and machinists” for the “Dodge Railroad Stand Pipe and
Machine Company [capital $10,000].” The company officers were J. C. Larimore [president], F.
M. Gray [treasurer], and R. W. Montross [secretary]. Caleb Dodge was not a top official in the
firm but an employee. The company listing for 1883 was virtually identical to that for 1881,
except that the “superintendent of founders and machinists” is “F. L. Dodge,” probably Frank L.
Dodge, Caleb’s son.4An 1884 Sanborn insurance map for Niles shows an extensive two-story
manufacturing works including a foundry with a cupola furnace, a machine shop/pattern shop,
and a warehouse, all located south of the railroad tracks and immediately east of Fifth Street. It
identified the works as “M’f’rs of the Dodge R.R. Stand Pipe, Not Running,” with the additional
information, “Dodge Est. [estate] Owners.” The 1885 Gazetteer shows the “Dodge Railroad
Stand Pipe and Machine Company,” but with no mention of any Dodge by name. They
apparently had permanently closed the plant by then. The Sanborn insurance map for 1889
shows the same manufacturing buildings as in 1884, still vacant and still part of the Dodge
estate. An 1889 “bird’s-eye” view of Niles shows the same set of buildings as those on the
insurance maps. The 1900 Sanborn insurance map does not show any of the buildings. There
was no specific mention of either Daniel R. Dodge or Edwin Dodge throughout the period 1867–
85 because they were mere employees of brother Caleb.5Growing Up in NilesAccording to



Dodge family oral tradition, Daniel Dodge and his family left Niles in 1882, following the death of
Daniel’s brother Caleb. Since John Dodge was seventeen years old and Horace was fourteen at
the time, they had spent their formative years in Niles. Several dozen stories about John and
Horace’s childhood and youth in Niles have survived, as part of Dodge family tradition and lore.
It is difficult to determine which stories are authentic, exaggerated, apocryphal, or simply
fabricated.Most of the tales of John and Horace’s childhood in Niles, repeated in the two
published Dodge histories, seem to come from two sources. When the Dodge brothers arrived in
Niles on 8 August 1913 to visit their mother’s grave at Silverbrook Cemetery, John Dodge gave
an extensive interview to the Niles Daily Star in which he described at length their impoverished
childhood. After John’s death in January 1920, Niles mayor Fred N. Bonine, a boyhood friend of
John’s, called a special joint meeting of the town council and the Reliable-Home Building and
Loan Association on 15 January 1920 to pay tribute to John Dodge. That meeting generated a
rambling, thirteen-page collection of historical snippets of the Dodge success story and
reminiscences from those who were there about John’s years in Niles.6The legend of John and
Horace’s poverty-stricken childhood comes directly from John Dodge’s interview that appeared
in the Niles Daily Star:We were born out on North Fifth Street in a little wooden cottage, close to
where your standpipe is located. In those days we were the most destitute kids in the town. Poor
mother, how she used to worry about her boys. I am three years older than my brother and
naturally mother always confided her trouble in me. When cold weather came and H. E. and
myself were obliged to go barefooted and wear ragged clothes, we didn’t grumble, but tried to
make mother think it was all right.John Dodge’s story has all the earmarks of a fable. Many of the
successful automobile manufacturers, much like Josiah Bounderby in Charles Dickens’s Hard
Times, deliberately exaggerated their poor childhood circumstances to give credibility to the
“rags to riches” stories they liked to tell about themselves. Henry Ford was perhaps the most
notorious of the fabricators. As for the Dodge brothers, some tales ring hollow, but other sources
confirm most of the stories.7Dodge family biographies repeat John Dodge’s 1913 description of
the two brothers growing up in Niles in poverty. Daniel Rugg Dodge was allegedly a poor
businessman who did not adequately provide for his family. These claims do not, however, fit
very well with other established facts of their early lives. Older sister Della Dodge completed
high school (with honors), John Dodge earned his high school diploma in 1882, and Horace was
still in school when the family left Niles. Families living in poverty in the 1870s could not afford
the luxury of allowing their children to remain in school into their late teens. Besides, Horace
Dodge allegedly saved his money and at age nine bought himself a violin, an unlikely purchase
for a child living in grinding poverty.8Horace Dodge’s interest in music was a result of his
relationship with one of Niles’s successful businessmen, Joseph S. Tuttle. The 1860 census
identifies Tuttle (age thirty-two) as a tanner. A decade later, the 1870 U.S. Census shows a
“Joseph S. Tuttle,” age forty-three, identified as a “leather manufacturer” and a widower with three
children. Ten years later, Tuttle (fifty-three) had a new wife, Nancy (age forty-two), and an
additional child, Ruth M. (age seven).Joseph S. Tuttle House, Main and Fifth, Niles, Michigan.



Courtesy of the Fort St. Joseph Museum, Niles, Michigan.Tuttle owned a large Victorian house
on Main Street and allowed Horace to play the piano in his parlor. Tuttle was also a member of
the Niles school board and was the superintendent of Sunday school at the Methodist Episcopal
church the Dodge family regularly attended. Because of Tuttle’s influence, Horace gave John a
Bible as his first significant present. Horace Dodge, the product of a perfectly respectable lower-
middle-class family supported by a skilled machinist, probably would have nevertheless coveted
the material goods of one of the richest citizens in town.9Many of the stories about John
Dodge’s childhood concern his experiences in school. John had perfect attendance during his
first three years of grammar school and his teacher, Mary Manson, presented him with a book
recognizing that achievement. She was probably the Mrs. Mary E. Manson listed in the 1874–75
Niles city directory. In January 1920, Mayor Bonine, former seatmate of John Dodge in grammar
school, recalled an early school incident in which John Dodge threw a wad of paper across the
room and startled the school cat, which knocked over and broke a vase. The teacher punished
John by making him sit with a girl. An examination of old Niles school records reveals that John
Dodge struggled to pass an arithmetic examination in February 1876 at age eleven. He needed
more than an hour to finish the exam, struggling with long division.10There is some evidence to
corroborate other Dodge family stories that have been passed down from one generation to the
next. John and Horace worked hard as youngsters and showed a good deal of ambition and
initiative. John claimed that as a young boy, he drove a cow three miles twice a day and earned
fifty cents a week for his efforts. As a teenager, John carried heavy sacks of bran from railroad
cars to riverboats for fifty cents a day. He worked with Tom Davis, the African American son of
the town ashman, a low-status job even in Niles. William Davis (age fifty-two) appears in the
1880 census tract, listed as “drayman” and identified as a “Negro.” He had a son Thomas (age
thirteen), identified as “mulatto.” Later versions had John Dodge working for Tom Davis, when in
fact he worked for William Davis. A photograph of Tom Davis in 1920 shows him still working as
an ashman. Following John Dodge’s death, Davis recalled that John was a hard worker and
added, “I always think of him bending over carefully to pick up a sack of grain so as not to rip the
patches on the seat of his trousers.” When Tom Davis died in January 1927, the mayor of Niles
ordered all businesses closed during his funeral.11Growing up in Niles, the Dodges also
became friends with Cyrus Bowles, an African American who worked in the Dodge machine
shop. The 1880 census lists Bowles as a thirty-six-year-old “teamster” born in Virginia and
classed as a mulatto. According to local legend, Bowles taught the Dodge brothers how to fish,
fashioned whistles for them from willow twigs, and relayed stories about growing up on a
Southern plantation. The Dodges’ experiences with Davis and Bowles probably explain in part
their willingness to pioneer (along with Henry Ford) in hiring African Americans to work in their
factories in the 1910s.12The Dodge boys exhibited glimmerings of their mechanical genius even
as youngsters. When John was in high school, schoolmate Fred Bonine was the first person in
Niles to own a high-wheel bicycle. Bonine’s family was wealthy and the bicycle supposedly cost
two hundred dollars. Family legend holds that John and Horace, fiercely jealous of Bonine,



fabricated their own high-wheel bicycle from scrap. They fashioned the high wheel by hand and
used a wheel from a baby carriage for the small rear wheel. They proudly rode their homemade
creation around town for two years, and it worked as well as any store-bought model. The story
is plausible.13Although John and Horace were close companions throughout their youth, they
developed distinct personalities and interests. Horace was painfully shy compared with John
and was overly sensitive about his name because of constant teasing from his peers. He used
“Elgin,” later “H. E.,” and other variants for many years. Horace developed an early appreciation
of music and taught himself to play the violin he had bought at age nine. He also became
fascinated with boats, an important part of the landscape of Niles. Horace’s love of boats, not
entirely shared by brother John, remained strong for the rest of his life.14John and Horace
Dodge had a limited and sometimes ambiguous relationship with their hometown after achieving
fame and fortune as automobile manufacturers. After Maria Casto Dodge died in 1906, the
brothers visited their parents’ graves in Niles each summer. In June 1912, they commissioned
Lloyd Brothers Company of Toledo to build “a monument and nine grave markers” at the
Silverbrook Cemetery to mark the graves of the Dodge and Casto families. John Dodge
instructed the company to correct one inscription on the monument from “Castle” to “Casto.”
Lloyd Brothers charged the Dodge brothers $1,125 for the work, completed by October 1912.
The monument and grave markers remain in place today.15During their visit to Niles in August
1913, the brothers offered the city a gift of $100,000 to build a park honoring their parents. John
Dodge told a reporter, “This amount sounds big but really is nothing to us now. H. E. and myself
are worth $50 million and we have made the [sic] most of it in the last 10 years. We want to do
something for Niles right away and I have suggested a donation of $100,000. We will double this
amount if your citizens will advance a judicial manner in which it can be spent.” The offer went
before the city council, but after its members questioned the need for a park and determined that
the city might have to spend money to maintain it, the council rejected the offer.16The Dodge
brothers later aided Niles in a substantial way less than a year before the death of John Dodge.
Late in 1918, the Michigan Central Railroad decided to transfer its freight car classification yards
from Michigan City, Indiana, to Niles. The move would bring an influx of upward of eight hundred
families to Niles, resulting in a need for about four hundred new houses. Mayor Fred Bonine
approached the Dodge brothers for assistance, and they agreed to help. John and Horace
Dodge still wanted to do something to help Niles, even though the town’s refusal to accept their
earlier offer angered and embarrassed them. At Bonine’s urging they lent $500,000 to the
Reliable-Home Building and Loan Association of Niles (organized on 22 April 1919) to help
finance the construction of housing for the railroad workers. By late July 1919, 151 homes were
already under construction, easing the transfer of the freight yards, which took place in
October.17 Ironically, there was no public acknowledgment of the Dodge connection to Niles
until the dedication of a State of Michigan historic marker on 16 November 1996 at the site of the
Dodge boyhood home on North Fifth Street.18Dodge Family Monument, Silverbrook Cemetery,
Niles, Michigan. Author’s photograph.The Dodge brothers did, however, have fond memories of



their boyhood and the people of Niles who helped them grow up. In 1919, John Dodge learned
that Joseph Tuttle had suffered financial reverses in his old age and was going to lose his home.
Dodge bought the house and gave Tuttle a life lease on the property and an annuity so that he
could live comfortably for the rest of his days. News that Cyrus Bowles was seriously ill reached
John Dodge in late 1919. Dodge sent a letter in December 1919 to Fred Bonine offering to pay
for a “proper Burial” for Bowles in case of his death. Ironically, Bowles, nearly eighty at the time,
outlived John Dodge.19The Battle Creek and Port Huron YearsDaniel Rugg Dodge left Niles
sometime in 1882, taking with him his entire family—wife Maria, daughter Della, and sons John
and Horace. There are contradictory accounts of their lives after they left Niles. Latham and
Agresta argue that Daniel Dodge moved his family to Battle Creek, intending to operate a
machine shop there, but then moved to Port Huron sometime in 1886 and finally to Detroit later
in the same year. Pitrone and Elwart argue that Daniel Dodge went directly to Port Huron in 1882
and remained there until moving to Detroit in late 1886. They also claim that Daniel Dodge tried
unsuccessfully to operate a machine shop in Port Huron for four years before seeking a better
life in Detroit. Both sources have John and Horace Dodge working in Port Huron for the Upton
Manufacturing Company, which made agricultural machinery.20The historical evidence of their
whereabouts in 1882–86 is far from definitive. The scenario best supported by the available
evidence suggests that the Dodge family lived in Battle Creek in 1882–84 and then moved to
Port Huron in late 1884, after their employer, the Upton Manufacturing Company, transferred its
operations there. Daniel Dodge almost certainly left Niles because he was unable to find work
following the death of his brother in July 1882. Why Daniel Dodge moved to Battle Creek
remains a mystery.William Brown began manufacturing threshers in Battle Creek in 1851, but in
1858 the firm became Upton, Brown & Company, with James Stephen Upton as the controlling
partner. The enterprise, renamed the Upton Manufacturing Company in 1874, left Battle Creek in
October 1884 after a group of Port Huron investors bought $100,000 in stock in the company to
lure it to their city. In 1890, the firm became the Port Huron Engine and Thresher Company, one
of the largest American manufacturers of steam traction engines for farm use over the next
quarter century.21After leaving Niles, the Dodge family went first to Battle Creek, but the
circumstances of their departure from what later became the “Cereal City” are not clear. The
family does not appear in the 1882 city directory for Battle Creek, probably compiled well before
their arrival that year. The directory issued two years later included “Daniel R. Dodge, machinist,”
living on the south side of Jackson Street, west of McCamly. The same volume included a listing
for “Upton Mnfg. Co., threshing machines and engines,” on East Canal Street at Jackson
Street.22By March 1884, civic boosters from Marshall, Michigan, and from Port Huron were
vying to lure Upton Manufacturing to their cities, while a group of Battle Creek capitalists was
attempting to keep the firm from moving. James Stephen Upton apparently needed an influx of
new capital for expansion. The Marshall group initially offered twelve acres of land and an
investment of $100,000 in stock. It is not clear why Port Huron got the nod, but in August 1884,
Upton decided to close the factory in Battle Creek and move to Port Huron in October. Upton



Manufacturing did not expect many of its 150 employees to make the transfer. By late October
1884, the firm had transferred its machinery to Port Huron, although the company planned to
keep an office in Battle Creek “for the purpose of collections and attending to business here.”
Edward Frank Upton, one of James Upton’s sons, left Battle Creek for Port Huron in late
November to work in the office of Upton Manufacturing at its new home.23If Daniel Rugg Dodge
had worked for Upton Manufacturing Company in Battle Creek and then moved his family to Port
Huron in October or November 1884, this would explain why there is almost no surviving
evidence of the Dodges in Port Huron. The 1884 Michigan census of St. Clair County, completed
in June of that year, does not list them, probably because they had not yet arrived there. Nor do
the Port Huron and St. Clair County directories for 1885 or 1888 include them. If they arrived in
Port Huron late in 1884 and then left for Detroit in late 1886 or early 1887, the directories would
not have “captured” them in Port Huron. The directories for 1885 and 1888 included the Upton
Manufacturing Company and identified the firm as a manufacturer of agricultural tools. No
directories exist for 1886 or 1887 for Port Huron.24One piece of evidence, other than Dodge
family lore, that places the Dodges in Port Huron is Eugene H. Moak’s informal history of Upton
Manufacturing completed in December 1982. Moak cites the recollections of his father, also
Eugene H. Moak (1866–1930), who worked as an apprentice at Upton Manufacturing with John
and Horace Dodge. William Jenks’s history of St. Clair County confirms that Moak worked as an
apprentice for $4 a week, and Moak’s 1930 obituary states that he began work at Upton
Manufacturing in 1885 at age nineteen. Moak claims that John Dodge first became a skilled
machinist while working for Upton Manufacturing. Although John Dodge was two years older
than Moak, the two became good friends and John Dodge made Eugene Moak a machinist’s
hammer as a gift.25We know very little about the period the Dodge family spent in Battle Creek
and Port Huron, five years in total. Both John and Horace probably labored full-time and
presumably began informal apprenticeships learning the trade of a machinist. Since the Upton
Manufacturing Company made threshing machines and steam engines, the Dodge brothers
must have gained valuable experience working iron and steel. The years in Battle Creek and
Port Huron were much like the adolescent transition between childhood and adulthood. When
the Dodge family left Niles in July 1882, John was seventeen and Horace a mere fourteen.
When the family arrived in Detroit in spring 1887, John was twenty-two and Horace eighteen,
both young adults.In 1887 Detroit was a mid-sized city of about 200,000 with an industrial base
that included scores of foundries and machine shops. Over the next fourteen years, the Dodge
brothers became accomplished machinists, experienced managers, and successful
businessmen. They came of age professionally. The brothers worked as machinists at the
Murphy Iron Works in Detroit from 1887 until 1892, when they took new jobs in Windsor, Ontario,
just across the Detroit River. They worked at Dominion (later, Canadian) Typograph Company,
manufacturer of typography equipment, from 1892 to 1897. With Fred Evans, they manufactured
the Evans & Dodge Bicycle in part of the Canadian Typograph factory from 1896 until 1899,
when they took positions with the National Cycle and Automobile Company. During their



Windsor days, they lived in Detroit and traveled to work by ferry. The pair then established their
own enterprise, “Dodge Brothers,” in 1900. They operated a machine shop in Detroit that initially
made replacement parts for typography machines, special-purpose machinery, and steam
engines for pleasure boats.Early Days in DetroitDaniel Rugg Dodge and his family, minus Della
Dodge, likely arrived in Detroit in spring 1887. This would explain why they do not appear in
Detroit’s city directory for 1887, compiled at the end of 1886 or very early in 1887. The Detroit
City Directory for 1888 lists Daniel Dodge, age sixty-seven, as a “machinist” living at a house at
135 Porter Street, on the near west side of Detroit, a few blocks from the Detroit River. The same
volume lists Daniel’s wife, Maria Casto Dodge, along with “John F. Dodge, foreman,” and “Dellie I.
Dodge, machinist,” as boarders. The following year, “Dellie I. Dodge” transformed himself into
“Horace E. Dodge.” Della Dodge had remained in Port Huron and in February 1892 married
Uriah Eschbach, the former superintendent of the Upton Manufacturing Company.26John
Dodge went to Detroit in search of a job and found one at the Murphy Iron Works, which
specialized in manufacturing steam boilers for stationary and marine engines. Thomas Murphy
first appears in the 1880 city directory for Detroit, listed as “founder and machinist.” An
advertisement in that year’s directory shows that he manufactured “Murphy’s patented grate
bars, smokeless furnaces, and feed water heaters.” The 1882 directory identifies his company
as “Murphy’s Iron Works, General Machinists and Founders,” but says that the firm made the
“Murphy Smokeless Furnace,” along with marine and stationary steam engines.Thomas Murphy
appears in later directories as the proprietor of the Murphy Iron Works but also as the secretary-
treasurer of the Detroit Tug & Wrecking Company and the Windsor Tug & Wrecking Company.
Murphy’s manufacturing plant was at 190–200 West Congress Street from 1880 until 1892,
when Thomas Murphy moved to larger quarters at the former Russel Wheel and Foundry Works
at the foot of Walker Street at the Detroit River. The Congress Street plant was only a few blocks
from where the Dodges lived on Porter Street.27A Detroit News article published when John
Dodge died in January 1920 recalls his first days in Detroit. He called on John Trix, president of
the American Injector Company, looking for work. Trix had nothing to offer John Dodge, but
found him so deserving of work that he spent the rest of the day going from factory to factory
with him in search of a job. The quest ended at the (Thomas) Murphy Boiler Works. John Dodge
later told a fellow workman at the Murphy shops, “I reached Detroit with 50 cents, but I spent 25
cents to have an aching tooth pulled out.” According to the newspaper article, John Dodge
worked alone at Murphy Iron Works through winter 1886–87 and then brought Horace to Detroit
in spring 1887 to join him there. It is likely that John Dodge’s parents moved to Detroit then.28A
1890 survey of agricultural implement and iron works conducted by the Michigan Bureau of
Labor and Industrial Statistics identifies all of the forty-six workers at Murphy Iron Works by trade
and pay. The list includes a twenty-six-year-old single man, native-born with native-born parents,
employed as a foreman at $16.50 a week, certainly John Dodge. The list also includes a twenty-
one-year-old single man, native-born with native-born parents, who earned $13.50 a week as a
machinist, mostly likely Horace Dodge. The age is wrong, possibly a typographical error,



because Horace would have been twenty-two. The fact that both men were paying $5.00 a week
for room and board suggests that these are John and Horace. The Dodge brothers left the
Murphy Iron Works after about six years, seeking greater opportunities in nearby Windsor,
Ontario.29Sometime in the early 1890s, before John and Horace changed employers, John
suffered from severe chronic coughing, which was soon diagnosed as tuberculosis. He was
unable to work for several months, but according to family lore he recovered completely by
consuming large quantities of medicine made by the Detroit pharmaceutical firm, Parke, Davis &
Company. The firm produced Elixir 130, officially labeled “Terpin Hydrate and Codeine Elixir,”
which had an alcohol content of 42 percent. Dodge family tradition holds that John Dodge,
previously a teetotaler, developed a dependence on alcohol as a result. This may well be the
Dodge family’s rationalization of John and Horace’s periodic and well-documented alcohol
abuse.30During John’s disability, Horace worked part-time at the machine shop of Leland,
Faulconer & Norton in Detroit to help cover John’s living expenses. Horace no doubt gained
valuable experience working for Henry M. Leland, who had brought to Detroit the high standards
for accuracy already attained in the machine shops of Leland’s native New England. John’s
health problems would have made it difficult for him to continue to do the heavy work required in
a smoke-filled shop like Murphy Iron Works, and his condition may have prompted the two
brothers to look for new jobs.31Working in WindsorJohn and Horace took positions in 1892 in
Windsor with the Dominion Typograph Company, first listed in the Windsor Business Directory
section of the Detroit city directory in 1891 under “Typograph Manufacturers.” Fred S. Evans was
the secretary-treasurer of the firm. The listing remained the same through 1899, but the firm’s
name changed in 1894 to Canadian Typograph Company. The Dodge brothers first appear in
the Windsor Directory as employees of Dominion Typograph in 1894, with the entries, “H. E.
Dodge, machinist,” and “J. F. Dodge, foreman.” There and in subsequent directories, the plant is
in the Medbury Block, on Sandwich Street just west of Ouellette. According to Pitrone and
Elwart, the Dodge brothers first became familiar with micrometers and calipers, which permit
greater precision in machining parts, while working at Dominion Typograph.32Walter G. Griffith,
who was an apprentice at the Typograph plant in 1890–95, recalled the arrival of John and
Horace Dodge at the plant. The company had placed an advertisement in the Detroit News for
“an assembly man, a floor man.” The Dodge brothers came to the plant to see the
superintendent, Mr. Piper, looking for work for both. Piper said that he wanted only one man, to
which John Dodge replied, “We’re brothers and we always work together; if you haven’t got room
for two of us, neither of us will start. That’s that!” Piper agreed to hire the pair and told them to
report the next Monday. Griffith recalled that John was the more aggressive and hardworking of
the two brothers. Horace still went by the name of “Ed.” Both drank heavily on weekends at
various taverns in Detroit, but seldom got into fights because they usually drank with each other,
apart from others.33At some point while he was working as a machinist in Windsor, Horace
Dodge devised an improved bicycle bearing, which incorporated an enclosed mechanism by
which the bicycle axle rode on four sets of ball bearings. His innovative design had the



advantages of being dirt-proof and offering a smoother ride with less effort. Horace and John
jointly applied for a patent on the improved bicycle bearing on 20 July 1895 and the U.S. Patent
Office granted a patent on 15 September 1896. An advertisement in the (Windsor) Evening
Record in mid-April 1896 guaranteed the bicycle, described as a “roadster,” to be “absolutely
dust proof.” By then, the Dodge brothers had already created a partnership with Fred S. Evans to
manufacture a bicycle using the patented bearing, leasing part of the Canadian Typograph plant
for that purpose.34Evans & Dodge Bicycle advertisement, Windsor Evening Record, 16 April
1896.Fred Evans had already been manufacturing bicycles before he became business partners
with the Dodges. The Windsor Directory for 1896 identifies the Canadian Typograph Company
as “Manufacturers of Type Setting Machines & Bicycles,” employing J. F. Dodge as “mechanical
superintendent” and H. E. Dodge as “foreman.” The listings for 1897–98 and 1899 remain
essentially the same as those in 1896 and identify the Dodges as employees of Canadian
Typograph Company, Ltd., which manufactured typesetting machines, bicycles, and other
products. A second business directory for 1899 lists the firm in two places—under
“Manufacturers and Dealers in Bicycles” and as “Typograph Manufacturers.” Starting in 1896,
Fred Evans and the Dodges manufactured the Evans & Dodge Bicycle, also commonly called
the “E. & D. Bicycle” or the “Maple Leaf Bicycle.” The metal emblem on the fork had the
intertwined letters “E and D” on a maple leaf.35Maple Leaf emblem on fork of Evans & Dodge
Bicycle. Courtesy of DCHC.The Evans & Dodge Bicycle had great success in the market, in part
because Fred Evans was a good salesman. His company was the only Canadian bicycle
manufacturer to exhibit its wares at the New York Cycle Show in February 1897. He spent ten
days at the show and reportedly sold fifty “wheels” to dealers in Philadelphia and additional ones
in New York City. By November 1897, the plant in Windsor already had one hundred employees
and Evans planned to double production and employ additional workers. In January 1898, the
Canadian Typograph Company announced plans to open branch offices and retail stores in
London, Ontario, and in Montreal. To promote sales of the E. & D. Bicycle and the use of bicycles
generally, the Canadian Typograph Company offered bicycle-riding instruction at the Windsor
Curling Rink starting in March 1898. Instruction was free for E. & D. owners and cost all others
$2.00 for five lessons. Their advertisement advised, “You can learn at the rink without publicity
and under the instruction of capable instructors.” They offered separate sessions restricted to
“ladies” in the mornings and mixed sessions the rest of the day.36Changes in the structure of the
American and Canadian bicycle industries at the close of the nineteenth century seriously
affected the Dodge brothers’ careers. Forty-two American bicycle manufacturers merged in
1898 to form a cartel, the American Bicycle Company (ABC). Later that year, ABC decided to
build a bicycle factory in Canada’s industrial center in Hamilton, Ontario, to avoid paying
Canadian duties, seriously threatening the Canadian bicycle manufacturers. In mid-December
1899, one Windsor newspaper reported that John Dodge was in Indianapolis supervising the
removal of bicycle manufacturing machinery that he shipped to the new ABC factory in
Hamilton, while Evans had moved his family to Toronto, the company headquarters. Under the



leadership of Fred Evans, the Canadian manufacturers consolidated in 1899 into the National
Cycle & Automobile Company, Ltd., and became the Canadian subsidiary of the American
Bicycle Company.37National Cycle took control of Evans’s manufacturing facilities and
discontinued the E. & D. Bicycle. National Cycle, however, continued to pay the Dodge brothers
royalties to use their patented bicycle bearing and offered them good jobs as well. John became
general manager of the National Cycle plant in Hamilton in December 1899, while Horace
remained in Windsor at the former Canadian Typograph factory. National Cycle gained control of
bicycle manufacturer E. C. Stearns Company of Toronto and planned to ship all of its machinery
to the Hamilton factory. John Dodge met with the manager of Stearns, Frederick J. Haynes,
ordered him to ship the machinery, and brusquely offered him a job, which Haynes accepted.
The two became close friends and Haynes eventually managed Dodge Brothers.38The five
largest independent Canadian bicycle makers merged in September 1899 to establish a
Canadian cartel, the Canada Cycle & Motor Company Limited (CCM). After CCM bought
National Cycle in summer 1900, the Dodge brothers sold their interests to CCM for $7,500 and
established their own machine shop in Detroit. Their nine-year stint in Canada gave them much-
needed experience as machinists and as managers. Besides, they finally had some capital to go
into business on their own.39John and Horace Dodge also went through major changes in their
personal lives in the 1890s. Both married and fathered several children apiece. John Dodge and
Ivy Hawkins, a dressmaker, married in September 1892, when they were both twenty-eight. The
newly married couple lived in the Dodge family home at 854 Trumbull in Detroit, while Daniel
Dodge, Maria, and Horace moved to 534 West Warren Avenue in 1892 and lived at 524 Lincoln
from 1894 on. John and Ivy Hawkins Dodge had three children—Winifred (b. March 1894),
Isabel Cleves (b. February 1896), and John Duval (b. August 1898). John Dodge remained in the
house on Trumbull until 1907, when he moved into a mansion on East Boston Boulevard, in a
fashionable Detroit neighborhood where several automobile moguls lived, including Henry
Ford.40John F. Dodge, ca. 1900. Courtesy of Oakland University’s Meadow Brook Hall.Horace
E. Dodge, ca. 1900. Courtesy of Oakland University’s Meadow Brook Hall.Horace married
Christina Anna Thompson in July 1896, in Windsor, Ontario, during a lunch break from work.
Horace was twenty-eight and she was twenty-five when they married. Christina Anna Thompson
was from a working-class family and had worked at a bakery in Detroit. At the time of their
marriage, she was giving private piano lessons to young students and was going by the name
Anna. She quickly dropped the “p” from her last name to become Anna Thomson Dodge. The
newlyweds lived in the house at 524 Lincoln in Detroit with Daniel and Maria Dodge. After Daniel
Dodge died on 19 July 1897 at age seventy-nine, Maria Dodge continued to live with Horace
and his wife until late 1901, when she moved into John Dodge’s home following the death of Ivy
Dodge. Horace and Anna had their first child, Delphine Ione, in February 1899 and their second,
Horace Elgin Dodge, Jr., in August 1900. These were the only children born to Horace and Anna
Dodge. They named Delphine after John and Horace’s sister Della, who had changed her name
to the more sophisticated Delphine about the time she married.41Dodge Brothers Machine



ShopIn October 1900, the Dodge brothers used the proceeds from the sale of their interest in
CCM to open their own machine shop in Detroit. At that time, John Dodge was nearly thirty-six
and Horace was thirty-two. There are contradictory accounts of this transaction. Latham and
Agresta, probably following Glasscock, claim that the Dodges received $7,500 in cash and a
promise for continued royalties for their patented ball bearing. According to Pitrone and Elwart,
CCM went bankrupt and all the Dodge brothers received was their choice of machinery from the
Windsor factory. The latter scenario cannot be correct because CCM remained solvent through
the First World War. Besides, picking machinery that would be right for their new machine shop
would be problematic, as well as shipping the machinery across the border. The Latham and
Agresta scenario seems more consistent with the facts.42The 1901 Detroit city directory
includes a listing for “Dodge Brothers (John F. and Horace E.), Machinists & Engineers,
Manufacturers of Special Machinery, and Machinery Repairs” at 133–137 Beaubien Street. They
took out a quarter page of advertising in the same issue of the city directory and listed in more
detail the kinds of work they were prepared to do. They described themselves as “Builders of
Simple, Compound, Triple and Quadruple Expansion Marine and Stationary Engines,” but
further explained, “We also build and repair any kind of machinery, do all kinds of difficult punch,
die and tool work; do internal, external and surface grinding, milling, gear cutting, and punch
press work; in short, we are prepared to do any class of work that can be done in a first-class
modern shop. Linotype machines repaired skillfully and promptly.”43Advertisement for Dodge
Brothers machine shop, from the Detroit City Directory for 1901.The Detroit Free Press ran a
lengthy feature article on the Dodge machine shop on 1 September 1901 and praised the
operation enthusiastically: “It may be truthfully stated that the plant of this firm on the ground
floor of the large structure known as the Boydell Building, 133 to 137 Beaubien Street, is one of
the most thoroughly equipped and up-to-date in the city. The newest ideas in everything that can
in any way assist them in their work have been adopted.” Virtually all the secondary sources
have assumed that the Dodge brothers had just opened the shop in September 1901. The
Detroit City Directory for 1901 claimed to cover the city “for the year commencing Aug. 1, 1901,”
so the Dodge brothers must have operated their machine shop before September. By all reports,
when they first began work in the Boydell Building, the Dodge brothers employed a total of
twelve men and boys. The extensive operations described in the Detroit Free Press article
suggest a workforce of about fifty.44Ransom E. Olds (1864–1950) had already contracted with
Dodge Brothers in early 1901 to build engines for his curved-dash Olds runabout. He followed
with a contract in June 1901 for 2,000 transmissions. Olds was not likely to give substantial work
to a firm that was not already an ongoing enterprise with a factory, machinery, and experienced
employees. A lengthy newspaper article on the Dodge Brothers Hamtramck factory gives
September 1900 as the date John and Horace Dodge started in business as Dodge
Brothers.45Boydell Building, Beaubien Street, Detroit. Author’s photograph.Ransom E. Olds was
in many respects the founder of the Michigan automobile industry and the most important early
automotive pioneer in the United States. His father, Pliny F. Olds, established a machine shop in



Lansing, Michigan, in 1880 under the name P. F. Olds & Son. Ransom Olds became a partner in
the firm in 1885, and on his initiative, the Olds shop began making small steam engines
equipped with a gasoline burner. He began experimenting with steam-powered carriages around
1887 and produced several prototypes, but decided to focus on gasoline engines after visiting
the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893. Ransom Olds introduced his first gasoline-powered carriage in
June 1896 and began manufacturing them for sale in the Lansing factory in fall 1897. The Olds
gasoline automobiles were a success in the market, but Ransom Olds lacked the capital needed
for expansion. Samuel L. Smith, a Detroit capitalist who had made a fortune in Michigan copper
mining, agreed in spring 1899 to invest $200,000 in the venture provided that Olds moved the
operation to Detroit. The resulting enterprise, the Olds Motor Works, built the first automobile
factory in Detroit shortly thereafter.46The Olds Motor Works manufactured the lightweight
“curved-dash” Olds runabout, the first American automobile to sell in significant numbers. More
important, the Olds Motor Works attracted future automotive pioneers with substantial contracts
for automobile components, and it was a training ground for other automotive leaders. The Olds
Motor Works provided the first automotive contracts for the Wilson Body Company, Hyatt Roller
Bearing Company, Dodge Brothers, and the Leland and Faulconer Manufacturing Company.
Henry Leland, the manager of Leland and Faulconer, launched the Cadillac Motor Car Company
in 1904 and the Lincoln Motor Company in 1917. During the brief time the Olds Motor Works
was in Detroit, it employed future automobile entrepreneurs such as Jonathan Maxwell (Maxwell
Motor Car Company) and Roy D. Chapin (Chalmers Motor Company and Hudson Motor Car
Company).47The lack of substantial business records limits our understanding of the Dodge
Brothers enterprise in those early days. Fortunately, an invoice book covering the period from 15
October 1900 through 28 October 1901 has survived and offers some insights. Each page of the
book was stamped “Dodge Bros., Successors to Canadian Typograph Co., Ltd.” The vast
majority of invoices during the first ten months of operation reflect a continuation of the work they
had done in Windsor. They may have acquired Canadian Typograph’s customers as part of the
sale of their interest in bicycle manufacturing.The volume includes more than one thousand
invoices for repairs to typography machines, for replacement parts for typesetting machines or
presses, and for “matrices,” the molds in which letters are cast. Dodge Brothers supplied these
services and products to roughly two hundred newspapers in the United States and Canada.
Most of the invoices were for amounts less than $30. Despite offering a 25 percent discount on
bills paid within 30 days, they faced the curse of small, struggling firms—past-due bills. On 1
December 1900, they notified the Sarnia Post that their bill was two months old. Nearly a year
later, they reminded the American Car & Foundry Company of St. Louis of an unpaid bill for
$193.60. John Dodge was apologetic when he asked this large company for payment: “We are
very sorry to have to make this request of you, but as we are just getting our plant established,
you can readily understand that we are not overburdened with ready cash.”48A close reading of
the invoices reveals the efforts to diversify away from the work for the printing industry. Starting in
early 1901, Dodge Brothers completed dozens of small jobs for companies as diverse as



railroads, breweries, and telephone companies. The Dodges actively solicited work by letter as
well as by word of mouth. On 26 March 1901, John Dodge sent a letter to F. F. Whitney, the
general foreman of the Wabash Railway, in St. Thomas, Ontario: “As we understand that you
have no repair facilities in Windsor, we would respectfully call your attention to the superior
facilities that we possess for doing all kinds of machine repair work.” The Dodges received a
letter from L. D. Cord inquiring about their willingness to work on naphtha or gasoline-powered
launches. They told Cord that they had no experience with this type of engine, but forwarded his
letter to the Michigan Yacht & Power Company (formerly owned by Ransom Olds) on 7 October
1901. The Dodge Brothers cover letter added, “Trusting that when you receive inquiries for
steam launches you will give us a chance to bid on the machinery.”In July 1901, Dodge Brothers
sent out dozens of notices to various newspapers with unpaid balances—“Gentlemen: As we
have disposed of our interests in the Typograph (Company), we would be obliged for a prompt
settlement of the above.” They had severed whatever financial relationship they had retained
with Canadian Typograph Company after they had sold their interest in CCM. From July 1901
on, the Dodge Brothers machine shop did no additional work on typography machinery or
typeface.John and Horace Dodge had perhaps already decided that their future was in the
manufacture of automobile components. Besides, they probably had to concentrate all their
efforts on fulfilling the Olds transmission contract. They sent a letter on 30 July 1901 to the
Browne & Sharp Manufacturing Company of Providence, Rhode Island, the premier American
manufacturer of precision machine tools, indicating that, with one exception, they were pleased
with a large order of machine tools that had just arrived. They had some questions about how a
surface grinder was set up to handle work pieces. On 14 October 1901, Dodge Brothers sent an
inquiry to the Fellows Gear Shaping Company of Springfield, Vermont: “We have been asked to
figure on a quantity of Automobile Transmission Gears.” They asked Fellows to quote them a
price for cutting (specified) gears in lots of 2,000, 4,000 and 6,000, with Dodge Brothers
providing Fellows with the machined metal blanks. The Dodges may have been anticipating a
new Olds transmission contract.The Detroit Free Press article of 1 September 1901 offers the
only detailed view of the Dodge Brothers operations until the Dodges opened their large factory
complex in Hamtramck in 1910. The author of the article was particularly impressed with the
orderly, efficient way in which the shop was laid out and managed: “The machine room is a
revelation to those who have been accustomed to dimly-lighted, litter-obstructed so-called
machine shops. Perfect order prevails, no unpleasant odors of burnt oil are perceptible, no
pounding of loose-jointed machinery jars upon the nerves, and the numerous employees have
an orderly and neat appearance that is decidedly refreshing.” The result was high-quality,
precision work that came as a result of using machine tools with skill and care. The reporter
observed, “Exactness (of measurement) is an absolute certainty, mistakes of calculation are
rare.” The article, however, says little about the products they were fabricating, with no mention
of the work for Ransom Olds.49An article that appeared in Automobile Topics in 1914 claims
that the Dodge brothers “were the first to establish in Detroit a machine shop of the type where



really close and accurate work could be done. They installed machine tools of a size and
character that nobody else in Detroit had the courage to consider.” Recalling Henry Leland’s
earlier highly successful Detroit machine shop featuring precision work, where Horace Dodge
worked briefly in the early 1890s, the assertion that the Dodge machine shop was the first to do
precision work is at best exaggerated.50The Detroit Free Press article of 1 September 1901
describes Dodge Brothers as a general-purpose machine shop equipped to perform a variety of
metalworking operations. The newspaper article details the types of work they were doing at the
time:While the variety of work for which this plant is specially equipped covers almost everything
imaginable in mechanical construction and repairs, there are some lines in which they are
conceded as to be almost unequaled, as for instance in the construction of special machinery of
any device no matter how intricate it may be, the making of special tools, all kinds of repair work,
difficult punch and die work, milling of every kind, external, internal, and surface grinding, planer
and drill work, lathe work, high speed marine engines, either compound, triple, or quadruple
expansion, and steam yacht building.The Dodge brothers not only designed and built steam
engines for power yachts, but they may have designed the boats as well. The September 1901
article includes a discussion and photograph of their own steam launch, the Lotus. At the turn of
the new century, the Dodge brothers entered this vessel in a race covering a twenty-mile course.
The Lotus won the race by a wide margin, averaging nearly twenty-eight miles an hour, and
broke all previous speed records on the Great Lakes in the process. The Detroit Free Press
claimed that the Dodge launch was the fastest steam-powered pleasure boat in the world.51At
the time of John Dodge’s death in January 1920, Adolph Vocelle, the superintendent of the forge
at the Dodge Brothers factory, recalled the details of the race that the Lotus won in 1900. Vocelle
claimed to have known John Dodge since Dodge first came to Detroit in 1886 and had worked
for Dodge Brothers since 1900, when they opened their first machine shop in the Boydell
Building. After the Dodges had boasted that their launch was the fastest on the Detroit River, a
boating enthusiast set up a race with a cup as the prize. Six or seven boats entered. While the
other boat operators were getting up steam in their boilers and running their steam engines
without engaging the screws, John Dodge built up steam pressure in the boiler, but did not
release steam into the engine proper. The competition thought that the Dodges did not have
enough steam to race. When the starter’s gun went off, John Dodge allowed steam into the
engine and the Lotus “jumped almost out of the water and shot forward, really starting the race
about 200 yards ahead of her competitors.” As a result of this stratagem, the Lotus won the race
by a wide margin.52Steam launch Lotus (1900). Courtesy of Oakland University’s Meadow
Brook Hall.The Dodge brothers, especially Horace, maintained a keen interest in racing, in
speedboats, and in building engines to power these fast boats. Manufacturing marine engines
remained one of their long-term interests. Their first steam launch, Lotus, was not their last. In
mid-June 1904, an explosion and fire at the Detroit shipyard of Peter H. Studer destroyed a
nearly completed steam launch belonging to Dodge Brothers and valued at $1,800, but still
lacking the engine. Studer rebuilt this forty-foot launch, the Hornet, completing the work either



later that year or in early 1905. This would be the start of a series of larger and more elaborate
boats built for Horace and John Dodge, which will be discussed in chapter 5.53Once the Dodge
brothers began making automobile components for Ransom Olds and Henry Ford, they
specialized almost exclusively in automotive work, but until that happened, they took on almost
any work offered to them. A Detroit News feature article on John Dodge, published in October
1915, is one of the few sources of detailed information on the brothers’ hard work and their style
of “hands-on” management in those days. There were only two keys to their Boydell Building
machine shop—each brother had one, so one or both were always present at the start and end
of the workday. When John Dodge was not working as a machinist along with Horace, he was
scouring the city for more orders. The two brothers routinely locked up at the end of the day,
went out for a sandwich, and then returned to work until midnight before finally going home. They
would spend time planning the next day’s work, preparing blueprints, making estimates,
preparing the accounts, and sending out letters to customers or suppliers. John Dodge
estimated that during the two years they occupied the Boydell Building, he spent a total of only
six weekday evenings at home.54During the eighteen-year period between their departure from
Niles and the start-up of the Dodge Brothers machine shop, John and Horace Dodge gained
valuable shop floor experience in the machinist’s and related trades. At the Murphy Iron Works,
they did rough machining on large pieces for large products, particularly steam boilers. Their
time in Windsor not only allowed them to learn the subtleties of precision machining but also
gave them experience in manufacturing a precision product, the bicycle. John Dodge, more than
brother Horace, took on broader managerial responsibilities at Canadian Typograph and later at
National Cycle. When they returned permanently to Detroit sometime in fall 1900, they had not
only the capital to launch their own business but also the broad experience and “seasoning” that
made success more likely.
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C. Dean Waterman, “Best History on the Dodge Brothers:. It doesn’t flow like a novel, but the
author did an excellent job giving the history of John and Horace Dodge, and the company they
started. While a successful company prior to their partnership with Henry Ford, one could make
the argument the Dodge Brothers helped Ford build his company, and in turn the profits and
dividends from Ford Motors Company then created the Dodge Brothers automobile.Much to
learn about the Dodge brothers, with a tinge of sadness both died too soon, and left a strong
brand behind at their deaths. Sadly the widows of both brothers sold the company to clueless
bankers who bilked it for some millions before they sold it to Walter Chrysler.All this is included in
the book, including the ten years following the death of the two brothers. If you have even a
passing curiosity of automotive history, and / or the Dodge nameplate; which is 106 years old,
you’ll appreciate this read very much.Side note: high-quality book. Heavy, and the paper is thick
and luxurious!”

James D. Witt, “Interesting treatment of less well known automotive pioneers. The Dodge
brothers have never received attention comparable to that directed to their more famous peer,
Henry Ford. This book does an excellent job of detailing the lives of these interesting brothers
and how their story converges with Ford’s. For anyone with an interest in the early history of the
auto industry in Michigan, this is a highly recommended read.”

julie b, “A book about the Dodge Brothers mechanical genius. Interesting and well researched
story of the Dodge Brothers and how they built their company and fortune. A good book for
those who are interested in the development and manufacturing of automobiles and Detroit. Not
as much of a study of the Dodge families but of the Dodge Brothers company. Found it to be
very interesting.”

guy assetta, “godd book. full of facts, well written, however it does read a little slow.”

Mark Sutter, “Informative. Informative book that was enjoyable to read. You will learn that much
of Henry Ford's success was directly attributable to the Dodge brothers and that these two
brothers were mechanical and engineering giants. I only wish the author would have revealed a
little more info about the wives and children.”

strangedude, “Interesting book, wish it talked more about the cars. This is a very interesting
book about the Dodge Brothers, from their early association with Henry Ford all the way through
manufacturing their own cars until they passed away. As the title of the book suggests, this is a
biography of the brothers themselves, it didn't have as much info about their cars as I was
hoping for.”



Photoman9, “but I am a car buff and enjoy reading about car history. I gave it 5 stars, but I am a
car buff and enjoy reading about car history.Great insight in to there working with Ford and then
building there own car.It also told of their personal life and the contributions they made to their
community.Great read to those who are interested in how the car was developed and improved
over the years.”

Dennis Clopp, “lots of good insight on some automotive pioneers that get little recognition. Being
a car buff it's a good informative look into the lives of the Dodge brothers, it's always been about
Henry Ford in automotive history, but without these brothers, would we even have Ford today?
To think they build a multi million dollar company when they did using their own money, it was
unheard of in those days. Really good if you like automotive history, especially if you like Mopars.”

Jörg Eggers, “Guter Abriss über die Familie Dodge und der beiden Brüder Dodge als Zulieferer
und Autobauer. Dieses Buch beschreibt detailreich ohne ausufernd zu sein die Geschichte der
Familie Dodge. Im Zentrum stehen die Brüder Dodge die von 1900 bis 1920, deren Tod,
Zulieferer und Autobauer waren.Im Jahr 1900 bekamen die beiden Brüder einen Vertrag
Komponenten für Ford Motors zuzuliefern. Basierend auf ihren Erfahrungen haben sie sich dann
selbstständig und bauten bis 1920 eigene Autos. Nach deren Tod führte die Familie die Firma
fort und veräußerte dies 1925 an einen Investor. Dieser hatte jedoch in dem Business nur wenig
Erfolg und 1928 gibt die Firma in der Chrysler Corporation auf.Hier wird die Marke bis heute
weitergeführt. Die Dodge Brothers selber haben Mittelklasseautos gebaut. Sie setzten sich so
von Ford und den Luxusherstellern ab.Ich habe das Buch gern ggelesen und gehört.”

&#34;Ace&#34;, “Dodge Brothers Book. I had previously read a book about the Dodge family in
our local library. This book was much more informative than the library book was. It provided me
with more information and insight into the Dodge brothers and just how an important role they
both played in the very early years of the Ford Motor Company!  Highly recommended.”

The book by Charles K. Hyde has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 89 people have provided feedback.
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